
ROMEO AND JULIET EXTRACT ANALYSIS

Students read and analyse 20 short key extracts from the play. I have selected the extracts most likely to feature in the
exam. Bronze: Explain.

Doff thy name, and for that name which Is no part of thee take all myself. The feud is so stupid that the
families are causing carnage and all sorts of havoc for something that is not even real. Highlight some key
points. This is how Shakespeare uses structure to strengthen the bond between Romeo and Juliet. Speak not,
reply not, do not answer me. Hints Think about the key words in the essay question Capulet, Juliet, attitudes,
relationship. This therefore means that Juliet only wishes Romeo was not a Montague. This talks about how a
name cannot change anything of a man as it not a physical form. The finest flower is a rose, and by this, we
can therefore conclude that County Paris was being compared to a rose. Think about this extract - how is
Capulet feeling towards Juliet? Author: Brandon Johnson. Fathers decided who their daughters would marry
and they would arrange this. This Is further extended when in line 44, Juliet talks about how a rose with the
same name would smell just as sweet. The main purpose of this extract is to show the stupidity of the feud and
to show how these two families take a name very seriously. Write about: how Shakespeare presents Capulet's
attitudes and their relationship in this extract how Shakespeare presents Capulet's attitudes and their
relationship in the play as a whole The extract In this extract Capulet is telling Juliet about her forthcoming
marriage to Paris. For a daughter to speak out against their father's choice, would mean great disrespect
towards them and the family name. Think about the entire play and the relationship between Capulet and
Juliet. Out on her, hilding! Wherefore art thou Romeo? Social and historical context In Elizabethan times, men
had power over women. Wife, we scarce thought us blessed That God had lent us but this only child, But now
I see this one is too much, And that we have a curse in having her. Romeo and Juliet - Sample exam question
The question Starting with this extract, analyse how Shakespeare presents Capulet's attitudes towards his
daughter, Juliet. TLS poetic device is used to change the flow of the text and is used to affect the sound of the
words. This shows how much difference a last name can make. But earlier in the text, the concept of rose
imagery is used differently. The mall purpose of the language In this extract Is to show the stupidity of the
feud between the Capsules and the Montages. Also, Shakespeare writes this part of the extract with a poetic
device called Iambic Pentameter. Most of the extract Is a soliloquy as Juliet Is the only one speaking on stage,
as far as she knows. There is no rhyme in the text as Juliet is speaking straight from her heart, which shows no
sense of class nor any sense of formality. Also, Shakespeare uses Imagery to show that Romeo Is perfection.
Act 3 Scene 5 Before you go onto the next page, make some notes about what you could write about. My
fingers itch. This is how Shakespeare uses imagery that a name is nothing compared to a man, who has a
physical form. Shakespeare also strengthens the love between Romeo and Juliet in this extract and he does this
by using structure, language and imagery. In this extract, Juliet challenges Romeo to get rid of his name and
take her instead. How does he portray their relationship?


